God’s people will shine like the sun in their Father’s kingdom

Matthew 13:43
All but one of these 13 words are in the grid. Can you spot the one that’s NOT there?

corn
and
weeds
grow
together
until
harvest
then
keep
good
but
burn
bad

Which one of the flowers is not in the picture?
A word search for you to solve - all the words are hidden somewhere!

parable  seed  grow  together
kingdom  field  weeds  harvest
heaven  sleeping  wheat  burn
good  enemy  sprouted

Join up just the odd dots.
1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and so on to 73

Dad, you’ve been working hard in the garden all day. What are you growing?
Tired!
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There are six pieces still to put into this puzzle, but only five gaps

Draw in the five pieces you need and find the one that’s left over

Loving God
We give you thanks for the beautiful plants that grow in our gardens and fields, and for those plants that we’d rather not have in the garden—the weeds. You made them all.
Amen